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Glossary

Inverted Pyramid: The inverted pyramid is a writing style used by journalists. In the

inverted pyramid structure most important information first is used

at the top and the least important information is used at the bottom.

The structure helps readers to get to the information easily.

Without reading the whole article reader can get the key

information. As the article is summarized with all the information

and put the most important information first. The inverted pyramid

structure allows the readers to skim through the article for a quick

update. And it is easy for the editors to edit a story. As they can

just cut out the least important information from the bottom.

Timeliness: Timeliness is a very important news value factor in journalism. For

instance, police arrested the accused of gang rape. Since it

happened recently is newsworthy however, the gang rape that

happened six months ago is not newsworthy. People are always

getting updated with the recent news as a result the old news gets

discarded very quickly. So, timeliness is very crucial in journalism.

Prominence: Prominence is an important news value factor to grab the reader’s

attention. For instance, no one is really interested if an average

Ross gets the Covid-19 vaccine. It is not newsworthy. However,

when Joe Biden gets the Covid-19 vaccine, it is newsworthy as it is

happening to a prominent figure, the president of the US.

iii
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Chapter 1: Introduction

We are living in the world of change. News media is an aid to keep up with the changing

world. Through the newspaper, people learn about the news around the globe. Newspaper

organizations sell news to grab the reader's attention towards a piece of certain news. This

day-to-day news influences people’s lives and thoughts. Though this can bring positive or

negative change. We spend hours looking at the screen and come across pieces of information

around the globe. The newspaper industry, with the help of technology, can meet the demands of

the readers. People come to know about the current events and popular trends through the

newspaper. Readers come across topics on the emerging crisis of the nation, disaster, politics,

business, sports, weather forecasts, entertainment, and so forth. Newspaper has separate columns

for obituaries, op-ed, editorial cartoons, crossword puzzles, etc. Newspapers play an important

role in our everyday life. It is read by almost everyone. The newspaper presents news to the

general people.

Through the 19th century, the need for editors in the newspaper industry grew. Editors are

important figures in the newsroom. They help to create articles and present them to the readers in

their best form. In a newspaper, the staff includes editors from different sections. They polish

reporter’s articles. Editors are the first to receive the articles before they are published to the

reader.

Sub editors collect news reports from the reporters. Then bring them into their best form,

with the elements of grammar, word choice, punctuation, and sentence structure according to the

house style. Sub editors reshape reporter’s content and make it error-free as possible. They make

an article easy to read and understand by the readers. In a newspaper, there are several editors.

They edit the reporter’s news reports from sentence structure to spelling, headlines, grammar,
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word limit, and so forth in an organized way. There are news, business, sports, feature, and so on

editors, who are in charge of looking after news from their respective sections.

Sub editors try to keep as much as possible the text written by reporters. Before

publishing a news report, editors are the last to look at it. They recheck for the facts and

information as well as writing. The most important skill an editor can have is the combination of

speed and accuracy. Time is of the essence in the world of online news. Editors have to work

under constant pressure to meet the deadline. They polish reporter’s works and give bylines or

credits for their stories. Also, they must know what kind of a story is required, including length

and when it is expected.

The field of the editor is very competitive. They need to do a lot of research and hone

their skills. Editors need to have a certain voice or adapt it according to the publishing house.

Editor tailors the message of the author. They explain to the author what is missing and what

needs to be cut. The editor shows there are several ways an author can approach a massage.

Editing is a process by which editors have to improve, polish, correct, add value to the contents

for the newspaper before publishing.

I was drawn towards Media and Cultural Studies. Through media courses, I learned about

how news reports are formed and about newspaper arrangements before publishing. My interest

in newspapers continued to grow. Along the way I asked myself a question - do I want to be an

editor or do I want to write articles? Editors are part of the news-making process. And I found

my answers through Media and Cultural Studies. I want to help to create articles and present

them to the readers in their best form. I was very excited that Dhaka Tribune allowed me to be a

part of the news-making process.
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Chapter 2: A brief history of Dhaka Tribune

A newly introduced newspaper, Dhaka Tribune was first launched on April 19, 2013.

Kazi Anis Ahmed, the publisher of Dhaka Tribune newspaper, followed by the founding editor

Zafar Sobhan. Gemcon Group and Kazi Farm Group are the owners of the Dhaka Tribune. The

Dhaka Tribune has a Bangla language version of the newspaper titled Bangla Tribune. Along

with traditional printed vision, Dhaka Tribune also has online versions. On March 1, 2015,

Dhaka Tribune first started as a broadsheet then moved to compact format. Though they revisited

the broadsheet format on May 1, 2019. Dhaka Tribune coverage news both national and

international news having 24.8 pages. Right after the Dhaka Tribune publication, the newspaper

covered major news on the Rana Plaza Disaster.

The main target of this newspaper is to provide interest to the readers to continue to read

on. They write news in a fair and non-judgmental way. So, Dhaka Tribune follows the motto,

“The news you want. No more, no less”. The newspaper created a platform for the young

generation of the country by giving them a new voice. They dig deeper to unfold news to give

voice to the voiceless. Through their news, they uphold breaking news to politics, business, and

all unattainable information.

They seek truth while delivering detailed and relevant news to the readers. Dhaka

Tribune has covered numerous detailed stories related to migrants and the Rohingya refugee

crisis. They created a platform for them in front of the world by giving them a voice. Dhaka

Tribune gave insights into the lives of the refugees. Their news focus not only on the Rohingya
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crisis also on murder, drug abuse, sexual assault against women and children, etc. Dhaka Tribune

supports Equal Gender Rights in Bangladesh. They update detailed topics on the emerging crisis

of the nation to generate people’s interest.

Through their print and online media outlet, they aim to create interest among the young

generation. They have been partners with the Dhaka Literary Festival since 2015. They are

popular for “Glad to be Bangladeshi” and “I am made in Bangladesh” award-winning marketing

campaigns. Their campaign centered on stories of Bangladeshi people through supporting figures

of the country. Dhaka Tribune became the most visited news portal and became the country's

second-highest circulated English newspaper.

Figure 1: Different Campaigns
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Chapter 3: Organizational structure

Newspapers are divided into different sections of pages like national and international

news, entertainment, sports, business, advertisement, etc. Dhaka Tribune has several departments

including the Central desk, Avenue T, D 2, Bangla Tribune, Showtime, Business, Sports, and so

on. Subsequently, each department covers varied sections of topics. Dhaka Tribune offered me

an internship opportunity to work alongside the Central News Desk team. This department

contains hard news related to politics, crime, education, the environment, Laws and rights, and

so on. Following, D 2 desk covers topics Fashion & Style, Health & Wellness, Food, Travel,

Entertainment, etc. D 2 desk aims to intrigue the young generation of the country. This way each

department covers different topics of news of the national and International. Each department has

staff, reporters, editors, and writers.

Newspaper’s online sections are crucial to spread the news in today’s fast-forward world.

To reach the readers, different social media platforms are being used, such as Instagram, Twitter,

Facebook, YouTube, etc. Social media made interaction with people easier. The online section of

the newspaper is less time-consuming to reach the readers and uploaded easily on the website.

And breaking news is more convenient to reach the readers, Whereas the traditional printed

newspaper is more time-consuming to reach readers. As a result, when the news is posted on

social media it gets shared more spontaneously among the active users. News is always being

updated on the Dhaka Tribune’s website.

During the Covid-19 situation, people relied more on the online version of the news.

Dhaka Tribune Central Desk covered rape protests happening in Bangladesh and the intensity of

Covid-19 increasing around the world. They update detailed topics on the emerging crisis of the
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nation to generate people’s interest. Moreover, news regarding rape cases, murder, weather news

on several weather conditions, robbers arrested with illegal weapons, education to politics and

law enforcement related stories, etc. news are covered by Dhaka Tribune.
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Chapter 4: Central Desk

The Central Desk of the Dhaka Tribune is the heart of the newspaper. The Central Desk

department is responsible for hard news. This department contains hard news related to politics,

crime, education, the environment, Laws and rights, and so on. News stories are “hard” or “soft”

and generally come in two parts-leads and the body, which encloses the rest of the story. The lead

sets the story’s tone and gives the reader a terse summary of its contents. On the other hand, the

body follows, with its points developed in order of importance.

Dhaka Tribune strives to deliver detailed and relevant news to the readers. They update

on detailed topics on the emerging crisis of the nation. Such as Covid-19, politics, murder, drug

abuse, sexual assault against women and children, etc.

The Central Desk department is the place where all the process of editing, translating, and

double-checking is done efficiently. Editors of Central Desk work on agency news, rewrite the

story, press release, feature, long story, translating news from Bangla to English, and so forth.

Editors revise the story from the reporters. Reporters after collecting relevant information from

the field, write the first draft of the story and send it to the sub-editors. Afterward, the editor’s

job is to edit the story with necessary changes according to the style guide. They check the

grammar, word choice, headlines, word limit, punctuation, sentence structure, and so on in an

organized way. Sub editors make sure the reporter’s contents are error-free as possible. Editors

revise the story and send it for publication on the news portal of the Dhaka Tribune.

During my internship, my senior colleague shared that there will be changes to the way

the Central desk has been operating when it comes to news reports. Editor, Zafar Sobhan,

introduced the concept of presenting Dhaka Tribune as Bangladesh's first international standard
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newspaper. I attended an online meeting for all subs editors. Dhaka Tribune will present as a

global newspaper like the New York Times, the Washington Post, the Guardian. As the

sub-editor, my priority was international news. There was dramatically less coverage of local

news.
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Chapter 5: My Journey as an Intern

I did my internship working from home due to the ongoing Coronavirus pandemic

around the world. On the first day of work, my supervisor gave me the Style Guide of Dhaka

Tribune, which contains the basic rules of editing and uploading a story online. My supervisor

advised me to go through the Dhaka Tribune website to get familiar with the news stories.

I only worked on the stories that were given to me by my supervisor. Besides, my senior

colleague also helped me out a lot and guided me to edit articles. As I was an intern and was still

learning, a revise sub-editor used to check my work before publishing the articles. My supervisor

helped me by pointing out the mistakes I was making and how to avoid them in the future. I

mainly edited raw articles from reporters and news sources. Seniors advised me to keep an eye

on the website to see which news we were missing out on, which story to publish or not, and

more. Every task had to be completed perfectly, without crashing in the process.

During my internship, my supervisor introduced me to the Daily Story List, an excel

sheet. I had to fill the headline, assigned and submission time, edited by, word count, and status

columns of the Daily Story List. Daily Story List, is used to keep track of which editor is

working on which story and which story is being uploaded to the Dhaka Tribune website.

My regular task at the Central Desk was translating stories provided by the reporters. For

that, I had to follow the style guide. I cut out the unnecessary parts while keeping as much as

possible the text written by the reporter. Besides translating work, I had to rewrite and edit

articles from different sources. Almost every day my work evolved around press releases,

breaking news, translating news from Bangla to English, rewriting news. I had to write headlines
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and picture captions. When I was editing, I had to keep in mind the style guide and structure of

the stories. While working I had to explain to the writer what is missing and what needs to be

trimmed to bring the article in perfect content. I tried to present articles that are easy to read with

stronger and fewer words for the readers. While working at Central Desk I got the hang of the

writing format firmly. I worked on articles based on crime, accident, rape protests, sexual assault

happening in Bangladesh, Covid-19 situation, the US presidency, and murder articles, etc. For

instance, I worked on “Duterte says he can be held responsible for drug killings”.

Following, I was expected to work on stories that had been gaining a lot of popularity

among the readers. To ensure that news spread among our readers. For these articles, I had to do

a lot of online research. I worked on national and international news. I had to pay attention to the

particular news agency, their bylines and had to look into the formatting of the stories. I had to

edit specific spellings. The knowledge I gained from the media courses, helped me throughout

the internship to edit stories. All though before working on any story, I had understood that the

story is newsworthy to work on. As an editor, I had to ensure that the story had news value

factors.

Moreover, my supervisor assigned different tasks to different sub-editors. The online

section of the Central Desk received numerous news reports sent by our local correspondents

through email. Local correspondents from different districts of Bangladesh collect news stories.

The correspondents organize their stories using an inverted pyramid. Sometimes, they

begin the story with a small anecdote to illustrate a big story, as it will be easy for readers to

grasp the story. In addition, they use quotes. Quotes can give a story authority, or lend emphasis

to particular points, but not if they are overused. Quotes strengthen the story and emphasize

particular points.
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Writing and editing news is a group of activities in which the team members play

different roles. The editor’s job is to assist the reporter to write with clarity, style, and accuracy.

The editor looks at the story as a reader would and asks: is the story readable, is it interesting? As

an editor I started with the lead, trying to sharpen it into an effective tool to seize attention.

Moving on, I started looking for problems—holes, inconsistencies, and imbalance in the story.

The editor is a guardian in three other areas that are related: good taste, credibility, and

language. These qualities are also highly sensitive to one’s culture. As a guardian of language, I

looked for disagreement between pronouns and their antecedents, and verbs and their subjects.

Also, I had to pay attention to specific spellings, punctuation, and sentences that are either

incomplete or hard to read. As an editor, I made a few minor word changes. Afterward, the story

was sent to the revise editor for headlines, photo caption, and final check.

I looked for story content that could cause legal problems. Checked for libel and fairness.

For instance, the “Fire breaks out in Habiganj's cotton mill” story has the Tribune Desk byline.

This story was obtained from another news outlet. And this story was rewritten before publishing

on Dhaka Tribune's website. As this story is copyrighted to another news outlet.
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Chapter 6: Working on Agency News

One of the regular tasks of mine while working was to do agency news. My supervisor

gave me access to news agencies. Dhaka Tribune for national news is subscribed to United

News Bangladesh (UNB) and Bangladesh Sangbad Sangstha (BSS). And subscribed to Reuters

and AFP news agencies for international news. I had to remember key points when editing and

uploading a story. I had to keep an eye on these news agencies for national or international news.

Dhaka Tribune publishes news stories taken from news agencies maintaining proper copyright

law.

I had to edit the agency stories according to our style guide and give them the respective

news agency’s bylines. Such as “Flight operation disrupted due to dense fog”, reports UNB

news. I edited international stories. For that, I had to give the respective news agency their

bylines, check for specific spellings. For instance, according to the style guide, the right spelling

is “program” wrong “programme”, right “organization” wrong “organisation.” Most of the

articles I edited from news agencies are on local and international Coronavirus news, US

presidency, crime, and so forth. Dhaka Tribune for national or international news relay on news

agencies.
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Figure 2: News Agency’s Homepage
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Chapter 7: Covering Covid-19 News

Due to the intensity of Covid-19 increasing around the world, I work from home amid

the Coronavirus epidemic. I did not have to go out in this situation and was able to work in a

better environment. However, working from home and multitasking everything was quite a

challenge. Due to the epidemic intensity of the covid-19 transmission Situation, communication

was harder. I had to communicate with my colleagues and the reporters through the Facebook

messenger group, used for sub-editors. We discussed which story one should work on or not,

which story is important to run given the timeliness.

My supervisor or senior colleagues assigned me stories to work on. They also advised me

to stay alert and keep an eye on the website’s news sources. I edited plenty of stories on the

Covid-19 wave of news. From breaking news to long reads about the Coronavirus transmission

situation. Most of the edited articles were taken from news agencies like UNB, BSS, Reuters,

AFP. Dhaka Tribune gives updates on Coronavirus news. I worked on both local and

international Coronavirus news. For instance, I edited an article on - Ferry services suspended for

Violating Covid-19 safety rules. I had to keep up to date with the record of total affected cases,

recovered and death cases. I also worked on articles regarding the vaccine to prevent Covid-19

death and shipment of Covid-19 vaccines. For example- “Russia begins a large-scale vaccine to

prevent Covid-19 death”. Dhaka Tribune went deeper into the epidemic intensity of the covid-19

news issues. They provided in-depth stories on people’s sufferings in such a horrible situation.

These news stories also led people to feelings of loss.

I had to observe news agencies also other news outlets to present the most authentic story

to the readers. Such as about the Covid-19 stories. During the Covid-19 pandemic, people read

more news articles about Coronavirus. These stories created fear and tension among the people.
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During the Covid-19 epidemic situation, people rely more on online newspapers.

Traditional newspapers are not the only means to acquire news. People instead of using

traditional newspapers, use online newspapers. This way people can get more news instantly.

People can get enough information about the emerging crises of the Covid-19 from wherever

they may live. General people also share information on media platforms that help the public to

pass on the news about what is going around the world. So, the media platform is an aid in this

world of information.
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Chapter 8: Preparing for Covering US Election 2020 News

As a newsroom manager, I was quite fortunate to be a part of one of the important events

covered by the Dhaka Tribune. Throughout November and December, Dhaka Tribune ran

updated stories on the US election, 2020. Due to the US presidential election, the whole central

desk was on our toes. As we had to make sure that we were not missing out on publishing any

news stories. Central desk editors had to work on a never-ending flow of stories on the US

election to keep the readers updated. Stories on the US election have prominence news value

factor as the eligible candidates are in the general people’s eye.

For the US election, Dhaka Tribune depended on the agency news and other news

sources. My supervisor advised me to check for news stories related to the election. I worked on

some stories regarding notices made by the political news stories on the development of the

election campaign, latest coverage on everything from the US election. I worked on the long

story “Trump keeps up baseless fraud claims at rally for US senators in Georgia”.

News articles related to the US presidency were shared on social media platforms.

Through media outlets, people came across the news articles when Joe Biden won the US

presidency. This news was shared on media outlets spontaneously among active users. Also,

during the US presidency, for governmental use, Donald Trump used social media platforms to

sustain his political situation. On the Dhaka Tribune’s website, stories on the US presidency were

always being updated. Dhaka Tribune stories contain unbiased information. As a newsroom

manager, I had the access to all this news. Through social media, I could keep track of the

readers to monitor the news stories.
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Chapter 9: Covering Rape Protest News

During my internship, I edited plenty of stories on the rape protest happening in

Bangladesh. The central desk covered stories on rape culture as this news has value factors-

timeliness and proximity. These stories happened in our home country and the recently updated

news on rape culture created an impact on the general people of Bangladesh.

My seniors assigned me stories related to rape and violence against women and children.

Due to the sudden rise of rape and violence against women countrywide, thousands of people

protested on the street for the death penalty of the rapist.

The central desk covered stories on gang rape, protests demanding justice for the victims

of rape and sexual harassment, government’s notices on approval of the death penalty of rapists.

Dhaka Tribune uploaded stories about the fight against rape and sexual harassment, victim’s

sufferings, and their scars to the whole world. As women are petrified to go outside, as the

criminals are getting away with their crimes.

The central desk received numerous rape stories provided by our correspondents. I edited

agency articles on rape incidents also, translated multiple stories from Bangla to English. I had to

organize the story using the inverted pyramid. I started the story lead with the 5 H’s and 1 H.

Moving on, the body contains detailed information of the lead and background of the story.

While working on rape stories I could get insights into the victim’s concept of suffering

by working on these news stories. For instance, I worked on the “Magura witnesses 73 rape

incidents in 2020” story. This story created a view of the rape cases happening in our country. I

came across the stories where minor girls were raped such as, “Madrasa super arrested for raping

student in Khulna” and “Mentally challenged minor girl raped in Kamrangirchar”. Also, the
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Dhaka Tribune to protect the privacy of the victim of rape and violence, they do not use the

victim’s pictures. Instead, Dhaka Tribune used free stock images.
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Chapter 10: Editing Activities

Dhaka Tribune has its house style name of “Style Guide for DT”. Dhaka Tribune news

stories use simple language, making them easy to read and understand by the readers. Dhaka

Tribune prefers British English. All the news of the Dhaka Tribune is produced by following a

style guide, which contains instructions for editing and uploading news online. From sentence

structure to spelling, headlines, subheads, standfirst, tense, and so on in an organized way.

Editors are instructed to revisit the basic rules of editing and uploading a story online. As

newsroom managers, editors need to do certain things in certain ways almost every day.

Being newsroom management, I learned about editing stories, uploading guidelines, and

many more. Through this internship, I was able to display my academic knowledge into practice.

While editing stories I used the techniques I learned from media courses. Such as the 5 Ws and 1

H technique, i.e. “Who?”, “What?”, “When?”, “Where?”, “Why?” and “How?”. I edited stories

keeping in mind the “5 W’s and 1 H”. And I like the use of the 5 Ws and 1 H technique as it

shows how a news story is assembled well, an editor can write a headline just by condensing the

lead. I also had to keep in mind the 5 news value factors, i.e. proximity, prominence, timeliness,

consequence, and oddity. “[...] the concept of news value and its factors, which show that if a

news story meets certain standards and conditions, it will be published in the media and may see

prominent placement”(Ittefaq 82). So, after ensuring that the story has the news value factors, I

worked on a news story.

Dhaka Tribune prefers to use simple and powerful words and phrases. According to

Dhaka Tribune newspaper preferences the news articles need to be within 300 words with all the

necessary information, instead of 500 words. The length of a story is crucial. So, I had to pay

attention to the word limit of a story. So, Dhaka Tribune encourages its sub-editors to use fewer
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words to convey a message. A piece of feature news with 600 words long and a long story needs

to bring it down to 1200 words while delivering the details. Along with that, I had to pay

attention to some specific spellings such as using “program” instead of using “programme”

according to the style guide.

During the internship period, I learned the importance of the headline, as it is used to

draw the reader’s attention. The headlines should be short and concise - too long headlines

reduce the stories' visibility on social media. The article needs a shorter headline (home title) for

the homepage of the Dhaka Tribune website if the original headline exceeds 60 characters

including spaces. I was expected to write crisp headlines for some stories to attract readers. A

headline is both a label and an advertisement. The headline must attract but it also must be

accurate and honest.

Also, I wrote the caption. A caption has a more limited purpose than a headline. It’s a

label, not an advertisement. It should be brief, answer the questions “when” and “where” and be

accurate. The photo and caption are an important part of the news. Photos provide a nice break to

the readers - not to mention they also add value and context to the story. Photo is used to tell the

story.

I learned that standfirst is overlooked and yet important for an article. Standfirst is

complementing the headlines and elaborates a bit further in the standfirst. All Editors have been

repeatedly instructed to provide standfirst to their stories.

Dhaka Tribune follows some basic rules of editing and uploading a story online. For

instance, byline, post title, home title, standfirst, photo caption at the end of the story. An edited

copy must consist of all of these components. If even one of these is missing from an edited

copy, it will be deemed incomplete. The article is published on the same day in the online
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version right after writing it. I edited national and international agency stories. Besides that, I had

to rewrite stories taken from other newspapers.

Moreover, the English & Humanities Department offers print media courses, ENG 401:

Editing, ENG 404: Copywriting, ENG 440: English for the Print Media. From these courses, I

learned a lot of things and was able to execute them through my work, because of how the

university courses prepared me. These media courses helped me to acquire knowledge about

different aspects of journalism. The first media course I took, ENG 440: English for the Print

Media, this course drew me towards the newspaper, as I learned different sections about the

newspaper. I learned about the feature, op-eds, writing reviews, obituaries, writing letters to the

editorials, sports stories, and so on. As a part of this course, I cover the event “Dhaka Art

Summit” and take interviews. I learned to write about movies and book reviews. This course

made me fascinated with newspapers and journalism. Also, ENG- 401 Editing course helped me

to grow my editing skill and I was able to execute it through my work. The knowledge I gained

helped me throughout the period I spent at Dhaka Tribune. I learned about the importance of

grammar, spelling, punctuation, and syntax to edit certain news articles. And I was able to apply

that knowledge into practice through my work. For instance, writing an interesting story with

crispy headlines.
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Chapter 11: Translation

The Translation Studies course taught me the importance of techniques and methods of a

language while translating. I gained a lot of knowledge from this course and was able to put it

into practice throughout this internship period. For instance, while translating using the sense for

sense method, using translating shift approach, and keep or omit information from the text

written by the correspondents. With the help of this course, I was able to translate effectively

during my internship period. These courses helped me to relate to current issues of the world.

My regular task at Central Desk was translating stories provided by our correspondents. I

had to keep in mind the style guide and structure of the stories. I worked on articles based on

response to gang rape, rape protests happening in Bangladesh, violence against women, and

murder articles, politics stories, and everything in between.

The online section of the Central Desk received news reports from the local

correspondents through email. Translating news reports from Bangla to English was one of my

tasks. Supervisor gave me translation assignments to test my skills. To translate stories, I had to

keep as much as possible the text written by the correspondents. The correspondents must know

what kind of a story is required, including length and when it is expected by following the 5Ws

and 1H procedure. Afterward, correspondents report back to the editor with the information.

Translating news reports was a challenging and time-consuming task at Central Desk.

While the most important skill a copy editor can have is the combination of speed and accuracy.

Time is of the essence in the world of online news. My supervisor advised me to go through the

Dhaka Tribune website to get used to the usual format of English news.
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Translation swiftly connects a language to another language. I went for the “sense for

sense” approach. From the ENG 465 Translation Studies course, I came to know two types of

translation approaches are- sense for sense and word for word. However, following the style

guide, I used the “sense for sense” approach. Jeremy Munday in his book Introducing

Translation Studies: Theories and Applications explains that the “sense for sense approach […]

allowed the sense or content of the ST to be translated” (20). While using the sense-for-sense

method, my priority was to make sure that the information of ST remains intact. I tried to convey

the information of the ST as much as possible through my translation to make the article more

interesting and appealing. Translation involves transferring thoughts, ideas, and facts of one

language into another.

In addition, I used the translation shift approach, level shifts expressed by linguistic level

in ST, and have translation equivalents in TL at a different level. Translation shift occurs with a

shift from grammar to lexis and likewise. As both languages have a different structure so

translation shift is needed. I came across cultural-specific concept challenges while translating

the text. The cultural backgrounds between Bangla and English made it difficult to translate

expressions, words, or situational aspects. To express the same essence of the source language, I

used the closest equivalent in the TL. So, the reader could perfectly understand the target

language.
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Chapter 12: A Personal Account

Dhaka Tribune Central News Desk has given me opportunities to explore the online

media sector. Through this internship, I was able to display my academic knowledge into

practice.

A twelve-week internship at Dhaka Tribune has been a memorable experience. My

supervisor and colleague helped me out a lot along this journey. As this was my first work

experience, being overwhelmed and nervous, I made a lot of mistakes. My colleagues pointed

out the mistakes I was making and how to avoid them in the future. My senior colleague’s advice

and guidance helped me a lot along the way.

I learned a lot about the task of newsroom management. I learned about the key points

when editing a story, uploading guidelines, and many more. There are many times when I had to

revisit some of the basic rules of editing and uploading a story online. Through my supervisor

and other colleague’s support, I was able to overcome the challenges throughout this journey.
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Chapter 13: Conclusion

This internship report in the Central News Desk of Dhaka Tribune contains my

knowledge and experience. I got the opportunity to apply my existing knowledge about

journalism into practice. I learned about presenting news articles that are interesting and easy to

understand for the readers. This journey gave me exposure to put my knowledge into practice

that I gained from different courses.

I appreciate the guidance and help from the Central News Desk team. My supervisor and

colleague helped me out a lot and guided me throughout this journey. My supervisor, Tilka Binte

Mehtab, helped me by pointing out the mistakes I was making and how to avoid them in the

future. This internship has prepared me to work under pressure. I learned the importance of time

in the world of online news.

I find it very interesting how the editor plays an important role as a newsroom manager.

The editor looked for problems in the story. They make a few minor word changes. I liked that

the editor does not try not to rewrite a story but instead copes with the material by recasting,

striking out non-essential words, and substituting active or colorful words for dead ones, or

perhaps expressing a phrase in a word. As the editor should not interfere with the writer’s style.

During my twelve-week internship at Dhaka Tribune, I got the opportunity to work as a

newsroom manager. I had to do certain things in certain ways almost every day. Such as editing

stories, uploading stories, and doing translation work per the newspaper’s requirements. This

entire experience helped me develop and work effectively at my work.
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